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After a continuous decline during the fifties,
guided urban surface transport is
experiencing a renewal since about fifteen
years: conventional tramways or, most often,
Light Rail Transit, without forgetting of
course the few realizations of guided
automated systems (like, for instance, the
VAL in France, the Skytrain in Canada,
etc.), which can also, if necessary, be
installed on the surface on some sections but
which we will not deal with in this article
devoted to more traditional systems not yet
automated and not completely with exclusive
right-of-way.

This renewal finds expression:

-  in extensions of existing lines or
creation of new lines in a great number of
cities;

-  in the development of more
comfortable and better performing rolling
stock;

-  in an improvement of the traffic
conditions of these systems obtained by the
putting into service of different methods:

• in tramway lanes or carriageways,
• passing into tunnels in city centres,
• construction of new lines with partial

or exclusive right of way: this is what
is generally called “Light Rail
Transit”

In this form the Light rail Transit could lend
itself to the automation of its operation.

In the framework of the “Groupement
Régional Nord-Pas-de-Calais pour la
Recherche dans les Transports”, INRETS-
CRESTA decided to launch a research action
on the theme of automation of surface

transport. The objective is to examine the
interest of the application of advanced
control strategies to these systems and the
possibilities of imagining in the long run
entirely automatic operation of those of these
systems profiting from the best protected
infrastructures.

However, in order to justify such a research
programme, it was judged useful at the
beginning to proceed to an analysis of the

present situation of  guided surface transport
in the world and its perspectives of
evolution, paying special attention to
systems with exclusive Right-of-Way
(RoW), which seem to be the most
susceptible of profiting from the automation
of their operation.

The working method used includes, besides
a bibliographic study and a survey made in
France of the different services concerned,
the visits of a certain number of networks in
the neighbouring countries :

• In Belgium: Brussels and Charleroi,
• In Switzerland : Basle, Berne and Zürich,
•  In the Federal Republic of Germany :

Köln, Hanover,  Stuttgart and
Nuremberg,

• In Holland : Utrecht,
• In Great Britain : Blackpool.

In the present article, we will examine, after
a brief description of the market open to
these systems, the evolution of their
implemented sites and then their
performances as a function of these sites;
then we will evoke the evolution of
infrastructures and rolling stock and, finally,
deal with the aspects connected with
operation and safety.
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THE MARKET OF GUIDED SURFACE TRANSPORT

Source: SEMITAN

The 3 car-body rolling stocks of the modern tramway of Nantes

The present situation

The policies of the different countries in the
field of tramways are variable; thus we find:

•  The countries whose cities keep old
networks and continue to maintain them
and to improve them; these countries are
mainly : F.R.G., Switzerland, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Austria, the United
States to a certain degree, Japan and the
countries in Eastern Europe.

Thus, among the European cities visited, we
state that most of these cities, without having
any projects of extension of their networks,
try to keep them and improve their  quality
of service, others cities, like Charleroi and
Utrecht have extension projects.

•  The countries having totally or almost
abandoned their tramway networks
during the years after the war and in
wich we now can see a renewal of the
tramway and Light Rail Transit, are, for
instance, France, Great Britain and the
United States, etc. In these countries, a
certain number of creations or extensions

of networks have come to being during
the last few years :

•  In France : Nantes, Grenoble and Saint
Etienne,

• In Italy: Genoa, Rome and Turin,
• In the United States : Buffalo, Portland,

Sacramento,  San Diego and San Jose,
• In Canada : Calgary and Edmonton.

Many projects are in more or less advanced
steps of preparation :

• In France : Bobigny, Reims, Rouen,
•  In Great Britain : Birmingham,

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester and
Sheffield,

• In Italy : Bologna and Florence,
•  In the United States : Dallas, Denver,

Houston, Jersey City, Kansas City, Los
Angeles (Long Beach), Minneapolis-St.
Paul, St Louis and Seattle.

However, these projects remain limited and
in these countries, we observe a certain
competition between the systems of the
Light rail Transit type and the automated
systems with exclusive RoW. Examples: the
projects of Toulouse, Strasbourg, Bordeaux,
Orly, Brescia, Toronto (Scarborough).
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• The countries which never had tramways
and have no project of this kind; this is
the case of most countries in South
America, Africa, and the Far east, in
which only very big cities are equipped
with heavy rail transit, and the medium-
sized are limited to road transport.

Distribution of the existing networks

The sizes of the cities with tramways or
Light Rail Transit networks vary very much
with the continents and countries.
The distribution by size of cities equipped
with LRT (126 tramway or LRT networks,
source : UITP, 1983) shows that the sizes of
cities the best adapted to tramways or LRT
are between 100,000 and 700,000
inhabitants.

However, we still find many LRT networks
in cities with up to 1.5 million inhabitants :
this is the case of the American networks
whose morphology is characterized by
longer line lengths and higher percentages of
exclusive RoW than in Europe, for they
often use railway tracks of motorway
carriageways.

On the contrary, the distribution by size of
cities equipped with underground railways
(79 underground networks, source : UITP,
1983), in the world shows that the market of
these begins practically at least 600,000
inhabitants.

Prospects

Among the cities working in realization of
LRT or having projects defined and decided
by their Authorities or proposing plans and
feasibility studies, we find :

•  48 cities having at present tramway or
LRT networks, continuing their
extension works or having projects,

•  40 cities having no tramway or LRT
network and realizing a network of LRT
or having projects.

This list is not exhaustive, especially taking
into account the lack of information on the
countries in Eastern Europe, the Soviet
Union and China.

In the 88 cities listed, almost 1,500 km lines
of LRT are either being built (400 km) or at
the planning stage, and 1,800 km form the
subject of  preliminary studies.

It is in Europe and America that we find the
longest line distances of projects (about
1,000 km) versus 150 km in the cities of
Asia-Australia, but the list is not exhaustive,
especially for the countries in Eastern
Europe.

In Europe, the trend consists in continuing
the improvement of the existing networks by
realizing the creation of lines with
segregated or exclusive RoW, but we find
very few cities having no tramway or LRT
network launching a projectof LRT: in fact,
the assignment of part of the road network to
public transport is a decision that is always
difficult to make.

In America, and especially in North
America, because few cities have a tramway
or LRT network, there are relatively few
network extensions but very numerous
projects in cities having no network.

In Asia, Africa and Australia, we count only
150 km of line projects, versus 100 km
under construction; due to the density of
population, some cities prefer the heavy rail
transit, and the preliminary projects of these
lines reach 900 km.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND INFLUENCE ON OPERATION

Source: SMM

PCC Streetcar on the line 68 in Marseille

Implemented Sites

The LRT tracks are distributed on four types
of sites:

•  Exclusive RoW corresponding in
general to new realizations in city
centres on several levels : tunnels or
viaducts.

•  Segregated RoW corresponding to
independent tracks in the middle of
or along a boulevard or on a former
railway track;

•  Reserved RoW corresponding to
lanes of the carriageway in general
delimited by paint or using specific
surfacing, but not separated
physically from general traffic;

•  Shared RoW composed of lanes of
the carriageway used by general
traffic : these tracks are found rather
in old networks on carriageways with
little traffic or on too narrow

carriageways on which it is not
possible to reserve a suitable space
for the tramway.

In this last type of site, we can classify
the mixed pedestrian-public transport
streets or Malls in which the carriageway
is used only by pedestrians and passing
tramways.

Existing track sites

For one and the same line of a given
network, we find all the types of sites
with, in the best organized networks, a
hierarchy going from the exclusive RoW
in the city centre, where the urbanization
is in general very dense, to the separate
tracks in peripheral districts, where road
space allows them, a certain number of
sections remaining, however, in shared
RoW.
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Table 1: Lengths of 13 European LRT networks

Type of track space
City Number

of lines
Exclusive

RoW
Separated

tracks
Protected

tracks
Mixed
traffic

Length
in km

Remarks

km % km % km % km %

Brussels 18 10.3 7.01 56.5 38.4 80 54.5 146.9     N

Charleroi 7 7 6 54.35 47 54 47 115.35  M

Utrecht 1 17.2 96 0.7 4 17.9      N

Hanover 11 13.12 14.35 49.32 54 28.94 31.66 91.38     N

Cologne 15 33.3 22 89.9 59.4 28.1 18.6 151.3     N

Stuttgart 11 10.3 8.9 73.85 64.3 30.62 26.7 114.7 M N

Zürich 13 2 2.9 13.5 19.9 9.35 13.8 42.76 63.3 67.6       M

Berne 3 2.1 15.3 0.8 5.8 10.8 78.8 13.7       M

Basle 10* 24.4 39.9 11.4 18.6 25.3 41.4 61.1*     M *Network of Basle City (BVB). The
length of the Basle Suburb network
(BLT) is 23.4 km separated tracks

Nuremberg 6 17.9 37.7 29.5 62.2 47.4     N

Blackpool 1 17.4 94.5 1 5.4 18.4    N

Nantes 1 10.5 99
(1)

10.5    N (1) Length outside level junctions

Grenoble 1 7 78.6 1.9 21.3 8.9 (2) N (2) Operated length, the total length
being 10.75 km

Nota : All the networks have part of their lengths on tracks protected from general traffic by means of signs and signals ; when these lengths do
not appear in the table, as they were not available, they are included into the lengths of mixed traffic space.
N indicates standard gauge: 1.435 mm. M indicates metric gauge

Table 2: Distribution of lines according to the percentage of separated tracks in 13
European networks

City N°
lines in

network

Number of lines Remarks

With a high %    Entirely on       Total
of PT + ST (1)    PT + ST (1)

Brussels 18                                      2 2

Charleroi 7                                      8* 8 * About 1995 when the network will be
achieved

Utrecht 1           1 1

Hanover 11          6* 6 * Two supplementary lines in 1990-95

Cologne 15          7 7

Stuttgart 11         3*                         3* 6 * Two supplementary lines in 1990

Zürich 13           0 0

Berne 3           0                         0 0

Basle 10           1 1

Nuremberg 6          0 0

Blackpool 1          1 1

Nantes 1          1 1

Grenoble 1          1 1

(1) PT = protected track – ST = separated track
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In Table 1, we recorded the distribution of
track sites on the 13 European networks
visited.

Besides, as one of the main objectives of this
study was to evaluate the importance of
surface transport lines having the most
favorable characteristics for the development
of automation and, in particular, the greatest
part of their networks with exclusive or
segregated RoW, we tried to list these lines.

We consider that a line enters into this
category when it has exclusive or segregated
RoW on at least 75 % of its length. Table 2
gives the state of these lines in the different
networks visited.

So it appears that, in the 13 cities visited
totaling 96 lines, 32 lines have or will have
in the short run percentages of network
lengths with exclusive or segregated RoW
superior to 75 % of their lengths. Most of
these lines are in Germany, as the German
cities make a particularly sustained effort for
improving progressively the performances of
their LRT.

Evolution of track sites

The trend of existing networks consists in
increasing the parts of exclusive or
segregated RoW on their tramway lines.
This trend is being confirmed for the new
lines, which are generally built in segregated
RoW using different types of space: railway
tracks, motorway bus lanes or urban streets.

Railway tracks

The use of railway tracks allows the access
to the city centres without great investments
in tunnels: the Tijuana and El Cajon lines
San Diego, the Los Angeles-Long Beach
line, the Calgary, Edmonton, Portland lines,
the Albtalbahn to Karlsruhe, some lines of
the Cologne, Stuttgart, Göteberg networks
are examples of this.

Motorway bus lanes

In some networks, buses use a separated lane
on urban motorways; it becomes interesting
to use this separated lane for installing a
LRT line if traffic needs it: the realizations
in Los Angeles, Sacramento, Portland, and
San Jose are examples of this.

Source :SSB
Duewag DT8 LRV in Stuttgart U-bahn
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The influence of track sites on commercial speed

Source : Semitan

The separated right of way of tramway’s Nantes network

Tramways are penalized by the perturbations
due to general traffic, and they are often
blamed for their insufficient commercial
speed. This is one of the reasons why many
lines and networks have been suppressed
during the last fifty years. It is also one of
the reasons why the cities having kept their
tramway networks try to improve their
quality of service:

•  By separating as much as
possible the tramway tracks
from general traffic,

•  By giving priority to public
transport on the conflict
points made up of level
junctions with general traffic.

If we consider the average commercial
speeds of the networks visited, between the
years 1966 and 1983 (cf. table 3), we can see
that the general tendency is a considerable
increase of these speeds, this increase in
relative values being not, however, directly
proportional to the increase of the percentage
of segregated RoW realized in the networks.

However, it seems to be clear that the
networks having important sections with
segregated RoW have commercial speeds
superior to those of the networks having
important network lengths with shared RoW.
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Table 3: Evolution of commercial speeds and percentages of separated track lengths during
these last years

City In 1966 In 1973 In 1977 In 1983 Remarks
Brussels 14.8 km/h 17 km/h

52 %
17 km/h
40%*

17.17 km/h
45.47 %

* Use of a tramway line by the new metro.
On the LRT sections, the speed is 23 km/h,
in peripheral areas 26.9 km/h (line 44)

Charleroi 18 km/h
38 %

20 km/h
40 %

21km/h
50 %

Commercial speed in the old network : 19,5
km/h; in the modernized network (80%
ST):24,5 km/h

Utrecht 29 km/h
95 %

Hanover A-line
18.9 km/h

Network
20.7 km/h
38 %

Network
20.1 km/h
53 %

A-Line
22.1 km/h

In 1983, 68 % of separated tracks with
exclusive RoW in the whole network

Cologne 18.6 km/h 22.1 km/h
64 %

22.7 km/h
72 %

23.5 km/h
81.4 %

The highest speed was recorded on the line
13: 45 km/h on a 7.5 long section with
exclusive RoW

Stuttgart 17.3 km/h
34 %

19.45 km/h
37 %

19.51 km/h
37 %

20.2 km/h
68.33 %

With the arrival of the new DT8 vehicle, the
SSB company thinks it will reach 25 km/h as
commercial speed

Zürich 14.2 km/h
15.8 km/h

15.5 km/h
6 %

15 km/h
9 %

13-15 km/h
15.4 %

Berne 14.14 km/h 14.8 km/h
8 %

14.7 km/h
12 %

16 km/h
15.3 %

Basle 16.5 km/h 16.3 km/h
29 %

17.71 km/h
40.37 %

12.9 – 26.1 km/h
56.5 %

BVB + BLT networks

Nuremberg 16.1-17.4 km/h 16.9 km/h
30 %

16.7 km/h
46 %

16.5 km/h
37.7 %

Blackpool 20.9 km/h 20.9 km/h
94.5 %

20.9 km/h
94.5 %

Sources: UITP Statistics 1968 and 1975. Tramways in Switzerland and the FRG by SODETRANS, 1979..
Notes:  - The first figure represents the average commercial speed in the network in km/h.

- The second figure is the percentage of lengths with exclusive and segregated RoW of the whole network.

The track

Track construction techniques have made
great progress, and there exist detailed
regulations as well as numerous
specifications especially for geometric,
physical and functional characteristics.

Single-track and double-track lines

It is interesting to note that a certain number
of LRT lines have been planned for single-
track traffic arranging some double-track
passing for allowing crossing. This is the
case especially in Switzerland with the
Neuchâtel network line and the Lausanne
line project, in the United States with the
network lines in New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Sacramento and San Diego.

The interest of this configuration is:
• That it allows savings of investments

in civil engineering,
•  That it can allow the installation of

some sections with segregated RoW
more easily.

On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of
penalizing train frequency on the line;
special signs and signals are necessary for
ensuring safety, as well as traffic control
means for optimizing this train frequency.

Track characteristics

Track construction techniques can be
classified into three categories:
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• The track sunk into the carriageway,
generally used with shared RoW, is
characterized by the use of a girder
rail allowing the access of road
vehicles, the passing of pedestrians
and cyclists…

•  The ballast track is at present the
most spread type of separated tracks
or tracks with exclusive RoW; it is
characterized by the use of the
Vignole rail impossible to cross for
road vehicles and difficult to cross
for cyclists.

• The uncovered track of concrete with
use of Vignole rails is the least
spread type of track; we find them

above all on engineering structures
like viaducts, bridges or tunnels. The
Köln network promoting this
construction type has more than 25
km of this type of track intended for
being used each time the track passes
over structures of concrete.

The railway gauge varies with countries, in
general we find the normal gauge of 1.435
mm (or 4 feet 8.5 inches), the metric gauge
in the old European networks, in Switzerland
for instance, the narrow 900 mm in Lisbon,
Linz, the broad 1.524 mm (or 5 feet gauge)
in the U.S.S.R. and the United States.

Evolution of the rolling stock

The present situation

The LRT vehicles must be attractive, hence
modern. The trend of the last few years is an
increase in transport supply and
productivity: vehicles are 20 to 40 m long
and 2.20 to 2.65 m broad with possibility of
forming multiple unit trains; the unit
capacity of these vehicles is between 200
and 300 spaces.

The use of choppers with traction engines
allows a progressive traction control offering
rolling comfort and a better use of adherence
as well as consumption savings during
starting and at reduced speeds; it is possible
to recover electric energy in braking if the
electric installation is well adapted.
Asynchronous motors fed by inverters
appear progressively; this technology offers
a reduction of the expenses for maintenance
of the motor without commutator and of a
particularly solid construction, a reduction of

weight and volume of the motor by
suppressing the commutator, and the
possibility of increasing maximum rotation
speed and a reduction of equipment with
suppression of the reversing direction switch
being replaced by permuting the control
frequency of the thyristors.

The increase of commercial speeds requires
the improvement of speed and acceleration
performances, and the trend consists in
increasing propulsion power; thus we can
state power-to-weight ratio of empty
vehicles delivered in 1960 was about 10-12
kW/tonne; that of vehicles delivered in the
eighties is between 12 and 14 kW/tonne.
These vehicles offer the comfort desired by
passengers, comfort in the fields of access,
seats, heating, air conditioning if necessary,
passenger information, sound propagation,
lighting, colours .
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Prospects

Research in view of improving rolling stock
performances continues and should lead to
important developments.
Let us mention:

•  The tendency of some networks to
adopt a low floor for their new
rolling stock;

•  The evolution prospects of tramway
vehicles such as we can catch a
glimpse of them on the basis of the
German project called “Stadtbahn
2000”;

• The research and experimentation on
new guided transport types based on
the bus type vehicles.

Rolling stock with extra-low floors

We can state that some networks adopt
vehicles with low floors in order to facilitate
their access especially by handicapped
persons, in order to improve exchange times
at stations and facilitate the insertion of
platforms into urban space; thus, in 1984, the
Geneva network adopted an articulated
vehicle (Düwag and A.C. in Vevey) whose
floor is situated at 48 cm of the rolling level
on a length of 12.50 m in front of the
accesses, but there remains a step set without
access of wheelchairs.

A tram prototype 2800 (Fiat) is in operation
in Turin since the end of 1986; its floor is at
34 cm of the rolling level between two motor
bogies in front of the accesses.
The Grenoble network put into service
vehicles with extra-low floors, derived from
the French standard tramway (Alsthom)
whose floor is situated at 34.5 cm above the
rolling level on a continuous length of 17.85
m in front of the accesses. Other projects are

being studied for the Amsterdam network
and in the FRG.

The German project Stadtbahn 2000
(Light Rail Transit 2000)

This project was born out of the statement
that there existed great differences in the
construction modes of the different types of
urban transport vehicles: tramways, metros,
RER type of vehicles, and that tramways or
Light Rail Transit are characterized by a
weight – and hence a cost – per passenger
room relatively high compared with other
vehicles :

- 75 kg per space in an articulated bus,
- 100 kg per space in a standard bus,
- 80 kg per space in a trolleybus,
- 125 kg per space in a metro car,
- 160 kg per space in a tramway.

Consequently, it appeared desirable to study
the possibility of standardizing the
construction of these vehicles with three
main objectives:

•  Reduction of the weight of the car
body and the bogies,

•  Improvement of the rolling qualities
in order to reduce noise and wear in
curves,

•  Re-design of in-vehicule equipment
and especially electric equipment.
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The French Standard Tramway TFS

The idea contest launched in 1975 for the French
Standard Tramway project aimed at renewing the use
of the tramway in French medium-size cities.

The main characteristics of this bi-directional vehicle
with two car bodies on three bogies with two motors
constructed by the group Alsthom, Francorail, MTE,
CIMT and TCO were:

- Overall length 28.50 m
- Car body width 2.30 m
- Floor height 0.85 m
- Bogie gauge 1.435 m
- Normal load capacity 168 with 60 seats
   (4 persons per m2)
- Maximum load capacity          238
(6.6 persons per m2)
- Normal load weight 52 tonnes
- Power 2 x 275 kW
- Maximum speed 80 km/h
- Nominal voltage 750 volts D.C.

Two realizations were made during these last years:
• In Nantes, where a 10.5 km long line is being

operated with 20  ele ments since january 1985,

Source: Semitan

Nantes’LRV

• In Grenoble, where a 8.9 km long line
with 20 elements is in service since
September 1987.

The tramway adopted by the Grenoble network
presents some different characteristics:

- Overall length 29.40 m

- Floor height:

• Low floor     0.345 m (on 17.85 m)
• High floor    0.850 m (at the ends)

- Capacity:

- Normal load 174 with 76 seats
(22 tip-up seats)

- Maximum load 252 with 54 seats

- Weight with normal load        56 tonnes

Source: Semitag

Grenoble’s LRV
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Table 4: Traffic control devices

Control
Functions and

Devices:
CITIES

Spacing
signalling

Control
of traffic
Lights

At junctions

Switch
control

Junction
Protection

with
barriers

Follow-up
and

identification

Areawide
control

Traffic control:
Mode of

realization

Brussels Supervision by
block system on
U-line sections

(ASC) (1)

Priority at some
junctions

In- vehicle
control

No OCT (2) for the LRT
part, TCC (3) for the

whole network

Radio
link

No device

Charleroi Block system
foreseen on U-line

sections

Foreseen for
putting into

service of LRT

In-vehicle
control

No TCC foreseen later on Radio
link

foresee
n

No device

Utrecht Supervision by
block system in
curves and near

the depot

Control by
means of the
Vetag system

In-vehicule
Vetag control

system

Outside
built-up

areas

OCT foreseen for
depot entrance and

exit TCC

Radio
Telepho

ne
foreseen

No device

Hanover Block system  on
U-line sections

Progressive
signal system

on ST’s

In-vehicle
control

No TCC with OCT
computer

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal with

delay or advance
display

Cologne Block system  on
U-line and viaduct

sections

Non-
generalized

priority, above
all in city-centre

In-vehicle
control

On-lines
used by
goods
train

TCC with OCT
computer

Radio
link

In –vehicle
terminal

Stuttgart Block system  on
U-line sections

Punctually but
on LRT lines

Catenary
detection
control

On a
former
railway

line

OCT control points on
U-lines, TCC with

computer foreseen for
LRT

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal foreseen
with a new TCC

for LRT

Zürich Block system  in
Schwamendingen

U-line section

Priority at some
junctions and
progressive

signal system

In-vehicle
control

No TCC with computer,
follow-up on terminals

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal  with

delay or advance
display

Berne Manual mode Priority to
public transport

In-vehicle
control

No TCC foreseen Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal foreseen

Basle Manual mode Priority
moduladed to

junctions

In-vehicle
control

2 barriers TCC with computer,
follow-up on terminals

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal with

delay and advance
display

Lille Manual mode
Block system  on

U-line section

Progressive
signal system

on ST’s

Catenary
contact and
by means
of TCC in
terminus

No OCT for U-lines and
terminus Gares

Radio
link

No device

Marseille Manual mode
Block system  on

U-line section

Priority at
junctions

In-vehicle
control

No TCC with common
computer for the 2

metro lines

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal with

delay and advance
display

Nantes Manual mode
Block system  in

Terminus and
maintenance areas

Priority at
junctions

In-vehicle
control

No (4) TCC with computer
and OCT

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal with

delay and advance
display

Saint-
Etienne

Manual mode Priority at
junctions

No No OCT and cameras
foreseen along the line

Radio
link

No device

Grenoble Manual mode and
block system  in

Terminus and
depot areas

Priority at
junctions

In-vehicle
control

No TCC with computer
and OCT

Radio
link

In-vehicle
terminal

(1) ASC: Automatic Speed Control- (2) OCT: Optical Control Table- (3) TCC: Traffic Control Centre – (4) 3 level crossings are in
common with the SNCF tracks; the barriers only shut up the SNCF lines; barrier closing is controlled by arriving trains; the opening
takes into account tramways approaching the level crossing.
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Guided buses

The notion of duo-modal buses

In the beginning of the seventies, the idea
appeared of a duo-modal bus as far as
infrastructure was concerned:
In the face of the difficulties encountered in
urban areas, they offer to the bus an
infrastructure with exclusive RoW and then
in the peripheral residential zones, the bus
continues to roll in a mixed-traffic space.
Besides, the increasing energy costs and the
awareness of ecological factors favoured the
introduction of duo-modal buses as far as
propulsion is concerned, fed by electric
energy (caught) on separated tracks and
using in-vehicle stored energy in mixed-
traffic space: the trolleybus network of the
city of Nancy adopted this type of vehicle, in
their case an electric/thermal duo-mode, in
which the autonomous source of propulsion
is a Diesel engine.

Different types of guidance

Numerous research works and tests have
been realized during the last ten years in
different countries on the methods for bus
guidance; beneath, we will evoke 3 guiding
methods :

•  The German mechanically guided
“SPURBUS”

This is a project launched under the aegis of
the German Ministry of Research and
Technology (BMFT) in co-operation with
the Daimler-Benz Company in view of
developing and realizing progressively a
mixed tramway/bus service using the same
track especially in tunnels.

The bus guidance is ensured by means of
vertical low walls placed along the rolling
tracks, the bus being equipped with guiding
sidewheels acting on the front-axle steering
knuckles.
In Essen, tests are being made since 1980
with duomodal trolleybuses and buses. In
Adelaïde, the operation of a 6 km long line
began in 1986; once prolonged by 6 km, this
line will be operated by about one hundred
Diesel buses.

• The electronically guided SPURBUS

This system of wire-guided buses has been
studied under the aegis of the BMFT with
the cooperation of the MAN and Daimler-
Benz Companies. Tests were made in Fürth
in 1984-85 on a 700 m long busline section
in Königswarterstrasse and were achieved in
good conditions. However, until now no
continuation was made.

• Guidance by means of a central rail

In Belgium, a manufacturer, La Brugeoise et
Nivelles, proposes an articulated bus (3 car
bodies) for a duomodal system guided by a
central rail (Guided Light Rail). Each
vehicle could be coupled in order to form a
train of a maximum of 3 units, of a length of
76 m with a capacity of 600 passengers (6
passengers/m2). Each of the 4 axles can be
put into guiding mode, the minimum radius
is 12.5 m. This system is planned for the
network of the city of Mons and is under test
in Rochefort (Belgium).
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Source: Brugeoise et Nivelles

The GLT in Rochefort (Belgium)

Traffic control and operating safety

Operating methods and traffic control

In order, on the one hand to ensure traffic
safety in the zones with exclusive RoW, and
on the other hand to improve regularity of
the lines on mixed-traffic space, numerous
networks have introduce aids to the
operation of the tramway lines. These aids
can be classified into three categories:

• Block system of the track by means of
track loops and spacing signalling on the
line sections with exclusive RoW,
especially in tunnels;

•  Priority at junction with traffic lights.
One obtains considerable improvement
of LRT operation, if a great  part of the
network has separated tracks and if
stoppage times are suppressed at level
junctions with general traffic: in fact, the
major part of time losses due to causes

outside operation come from signalling
with traffic lights. In certain cities, this
can represent 10-20 % of turnround
times.

•  Systems of supervision and areawide
traffic control. Such systems are
particularly useful for the integration of
services ensured by buses, tramways and
LRT vehicles in a city, for they can
supervise the whole operation, detect
incidents, allow the obedience of
timetables so that transfers can be
smoothly ensured.

The computer locates the vehicles and
compares the theoretical situations with the
real situations on the lines; this is the one-
line follow-up of operation.
The analysis of collected informations
allows the recording of incidents and
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statistics, allowing to improve operation: this
is the off-line follow-up of operation.
Table 4 resumes the main control devices
and aids to operation installed on the LRT
networks visited.

Safety in LRT operation : the effects of
track improvements

First of all, we can recall the results of a first
study made by CRESTA in 1984 on the
accidents in Le Mongy between Lille-
Roubaix-Tourcoing (Northern France)
showing that the 76 accidents recorded in
1983 are distributed as indicated in Table 5.

Table 5 : Traffic conditions of the Mongy
tramway  (Source: IRT-CRESTA)

Type of
Track site

Site
characteristics

Numbers of
accidents

Length

in km

N°of

junctions

On line At junctions

Exclusive
RoW

17.6 37 6 32

In mixed-
traffic space

3.5 20 25 13

This Table shows:

•  On one hand, a great number of
accidents at junctions forming the
weak spots of the LRT, on a
separated track as well as in mixed-
traffic space;

• On the other hand, a favorable effect of
the presence of separated tracks on
accidents on the line.

Table 6 : Accident numbers – A 1970 –
1980 comparison in FRG
(Source: UITP conference, 1983)

Accidents Networks having
separated tracks

Networks without
improvements

20 100% 6 100%

Decreasing 14 70% 1 16.6%

Increasing 5 25% 4 66.6%

Unchanging 1 5% 1 16.6%

The effects of tracks improvements on
collisions

A global study dealing with a total number
of 26 German networks during the period
1970-1980 seems  to confirm the idea that
the improvement of tracks is favorable to
safety (Table 6). The results of this survey
show that in spite of the increasing traffic,
70 % of the networks having had
improvements have reduced accident
figures.

Conclusion

This synthesis shows that tramways and
Light Rail Transit have important place in
urban transport, because they represent about
1,250 lines totaling a network length of
13,300 km in the world. After an important
decline in the fifties, they have recovered a
certain dynamism taking expression :

• In the creation of new lines: 400 km are
being built at present, and 1,500 km are
in the planning phase; the renewal of
interest for this type of transport is
particularly clear in the United States;

• In the improvement of existing networks,
and in particular in the increase of the
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network lengths with exclusive RoW or
tracks separated from general traffic,
allowing to obtain very satisfying
commercial speeds on some lines, about
30 km/h;

•  In the improvement of rolling stock, as
much in the fields of costs and operating
performances as in the field of comfort
for users.

The examination of the distribution of the
existing networks shows that Light Rail
Transit is particularly well adapted to a
range of cities and conurbations with

populations between 200,000 and 600-
700,000 inhabitants, in which the
construction of underground networks is
hardly imaginable because of the necessary
investments.

The importance of the market open to these
systems and the fact that numerous existing
or planned lines are built either with
exclusive RoW or on separated tracks justify
that we make some research efforts on the
possibilities offered by automation in view
of improving operation of this transport
mode.
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